**Business Intelligence Enterprise Framework (BIEF™)**

The Skyline Technologies’ BIEF™ tool accelerates your organization’s Data Warehouse (DW) development. You define your data model and metadata via the BIEF™ tool. The BIEF™ tool will then generate ETL code based on the meta-data that encapsulates industry best practices and data patterns. The end result is rapid development of a clean, consistent DW that performs.

**BIEF™ Framework Key Features**

BIEF™ delivers the following enterprise framework standards:

- Metadata-driven ETL code generation
- Audit & error logging
- Data Quality management
- Performance and scalability
- Dynamic flexibility

**Key Drivers**

- **Speed** – Build data warehouses in a fraction of the time by eliminating hand-coding
- **Productivity** - Produce better code faster using a wider range of skill sets
- **Consistency** – Automated code generation ensures clean, consistent ETL code across all developers
- **Quality** – The BIEF framework encapsulates proven data patterns and industry best practices for data loading
- **Flexibility** - Quickly refactor data models to meet the changing needs of the business

**Solution Deliverables**

Skyline’s BIEF™ application will fast-track your organization’s development effort when building an enterprise data warehouse.

Skyline can also provide training to get your team started, work alongside your team, or implement the entire DW solution using BIEF™ on your behalf. You decide the right level of assistance to accomplish your business goals.

For more information on Skyline’s BIEF™, other consulting offerings or support visit [www.skylinetechnologies.com](http://www.skylinetechnologies.com) or call (920) 437-1360.